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This invention relates to women’s hand bags 
and is directed tothe provision of a novel form 
of bag which is convenient for use and adapted 
for manufacture at low cost, and which is of at 

5 'tractive appearance ‘by reason of its inclusion 
of metallic mesh of the type commonly known 
as ?shscale mesh. This ?shscale mesh is‘a mesh 
made up of rows of cruciform links and alternat 
ing rows of rings, each of the cruciform links hav 

10 ing its arms bentyaround the four rings adjacent 
to it. ~ . 

This ?shscale mesh has been used in the manu~ 
facture of mesh bags to a considerable extent and 
over many years past, but its use has been at 

~ 15 tended with limitation as to volume and as to the 
satisfactory character of the bags by reason of 
the fact that one side of such mesh is relatively 
rough and is apt to catch on and injure delicate 
fabrics like bag linings, handkerchiefs, etc. , 
The four arms of the cruiform links bent around 

the four adjacent rings are not ordinarily carried 
well around the rings because that would add to 
the difficulty of manufacture and also would de~ 
tract from the ?exibility of the mesh. Instead, 

25 the ends of these arms often project outwardly - 
fromvthe mesh and are very apt to catch upon a 
piece of fabric adjacent to them.’ 
The present invention involves recognition of , 

this condition obtaining in ?shscale mesh as 
30 manufactured, and the provision of a bag of such _ 

a construction that this feature of ?shscale mesh 
construction is no longer objectionable. 
This invention involves the provision of a hand 

bag wherein the bag proper is a double-walled 
35 bag, that is, one bag inside another, the inner 

of the two bags or what might be called the lining 
of the bag, being made of ?shscale mesh having 
the flat sides of the cruciform links facing in“ 
wardly. ' 

In the preferred embodiment of the invention 
both of the two walls of the bag, that is, both 
the bag proper‘and the lining, are made of ?sh 
scale mesh, the adjacent faces of the bag and 
lining being the relatively rough faces of the fish 

45 scale mesh, the flat faces of the cruciform links 
being on the exposed sides forming the exterior 
and interior of the bag. By reason of this con 
struction, the material of the bag presents a 
smooth unroughened and attractive surface both 

50 exteriorly and interiorly, and there is never any 
objectionable catching and tearing of the delicate 
fabric of a handkerchief placed in a bag, or the 
like. 
Bags constructed in accordance with this in— 

55 vention, particularly bags of that form in which 

40 

- of the frame. 

(01. 150—29) 

both the bag proper and the lining are made 
from ?shscale mesh, may be manufactured quite 
readily in a strong, inexpensive and attractive 
form by attaching the material of the bag to 
the frame by means of a spiral wire, the convolu- 60 
vtions of which extend through the openings of 
a row extending along the edgeof the members 

This method of attaching ?shscale 
mesh to a bag frame has been quite commonly 
employed, but in this instance each convolution 65 
of the attaching spiral would pass through a ring 
of the bag proper and also a ring of the lining so 
that both would be suspended from the same at 
taching spiral. 
The embodiment of the invention at present 70 

preferred is illustrated in the accompanying 
drawing in which Fig. 1 is aside view of a mesh 
bag broken away in part, Fig. 2 is an enlarged 
transverse section on line 2-—2 of Fig. l, and 
‘Figs. 3 and 4 are detail views of the opposite 75 
‘sides of a piece of ?shscale mesh. 
.Referring to the drawing, Fig. 3 illustrates a 

piece of ?shscale mesh showing the side there 
of on which the ?at faces of the cruciform links 
are exposed. The arms of these ‘cruciform links 80 
5, are bent around rings 6 as shown in Fig. 4. 
The ends 7 of these arms are not carried well 
around the rings 6 as that would lessen the 
?exibility of the mesh, and because of that the 
ends of these arms '7, or some of them, present 1-85 
projections which give to the surface shown in 
Fig. 4 an amount of roughness which is objec 
tionable in a bag for use in connection with the 
delicate fabrics used in making women’s dresses, 
handkerchiefs, etc. '90 
Because of this condition obtaining in con— 

nection with ?shscale mesh which is so desir~ 
able for use in bags for other reasons, the bag 
of the present invention is a double-walled bag 
consisting of a bag proper and a lining therefor, 95 > 
this lining being made of ?shscale mesh with 
the ?at faces of the cruciform links disposed 
inwardly so that the interior surface of the lin 
ing is a smooth surface. 

Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, the bag is shown 100 
at 8, and within it is a lining 9 made of ?sh 
scale mesh positioned as above indicated. The 
lining 9 is of the identical form of the bag 8 
except that it is ‘enough smaller‘ to ?t readily 
'within the bag and as is clearly shown in Fig. 
2 the ?at faces, of the cruciform links of the 
lining v9 form the interior of the wall of the bag 
whereas the ends of the arms 7 are directed out 
wardly toward the wall of the bag proper indi 
cated at 8. Thus, by reason of the smoothness 110 
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of the interior wall of the lining, there is no 
danger of the user scratching her hand when 
reaching in the bag, or of tearing a handker 
chief or other delicate article placed in the bag. 

In the preferred embodiment of the invention, 
the bag proper is also made from ?shscale mesh, 
and in that event this wall of the ?shscale mesh 
is arranged with the flat faces of the cruciform 
links outwardly. This is illustrated in Figs. 1 
and 2 where the bag 8 is shown as having the 
flat faces of the cruciform links exposed, and 
the arms 7 of those links directed toward the 
lining 9. Thus the bag of this preferred em 
bodiment consists of two members of bag form, 
one inside the other, and both made from ?sh 
scale mesh and so formed from the mesh that 
the inner and outer surfaces of the two bag 
members are smooth and the relatively rough 
surfaces of the two pieces of mesh are in con 
tact with each other. 
The bag illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 is shown 

as provided with a frame consisting of frame 
members 10 and 11 pivoted together in the usual 
manner. Around the bottom edges of these 
frame members are rows of openings 12 and the 
mesh of the bag is secured to the frame members 
by spiral wires 18, the convolutions of which 
extend through the holes 12 in the frame mem 
bers, and through rings 6 at the top edges of 
the bag and lining. As shown in Fig. 2, each 
convolution of the wire 12 passes through two 
rings, one a ring of the bag 8,‘ and the other a 
ring of the lining 9. 
While I have described above and have illus 

trated in the drawing annexed hereto the pre— 
ferred embodiment of my invention, I wish it - 
understood that the invention may be embodied 
in constructions differing from that described 
while still retaining the distinctive features of 
the invention. In the preferred embodiment 
both the exterior wall of the hand bag and the 
lining are made of fishsoale mesh, the essential 
requisite being that the fishscale mesh forming 
the lining has its relatively smooth face di— 
rected interiorly of the hand bag, and the rela 
tively rough surface directed outwardly toward 
the outer bag member. This outer wall may 
be of any suitable material as leather, or a fab 
ric, or a metallic mesh other than ?shscale mesh 
‘such as ring mesh, and may be secured to the 
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bag frame in any desired way, though that 
illustrated in the drawing is preferred particu 
larly when metal mesh is employed. 

I claim: 
1. A hand-bag consisting of two bags, one 

within the other, and a frame to which the two 
bags are secured, the interior bag constituting 
a lining for the outer one, both of the said bags 
being formed of metal mesh consistingof rows 
of cruciform links and rows of rings with each 
ring engaged by the bent arms of a plurality of 
the cruciform links, and the two bags being 
oppositely arranged so that their smooth surfaces 
are exposed and their relatively rough surfaces 
are toward each other. 

2. A hand-bag consisting of two bags of sub 
stantially the same shape and one within the 
other and each made of metal mesh consisting 
of rows of cruciform links and rows of rings with 
each ring engaged by the bent arms of a plu— 
ra._.'ty of the cruciform links, a pair of pivoted 
frame members, and means for securing the two 
bags to the frame members consisting of spiral 
wires each of whici has its convolutions extend~ 
ing through a plurality of openings in one‘of the 1 
frame members and through a plurality of rings 
of each of the two bags, the said two’ bags being 
arranged with the smooth surfaces of their cru— 
ciforrn links exposed on the interior and exterior 
of the bag, the arms of the cruciform links 1 
directed toward each other. 

3. A handbag comprising a frame consisting ‘ 
of two frarnouneinhers pivoted together, and a 
bag~me1nber attached to and suspended from 
theframe and consisting of inner and outer bags 1 
of substantially the same shape‘ and each formed 
of flexible metal mesh consisting of rows of cru 
ciform links and rows of rings with each ring 
engaged by the bent arms of a plurality of-the 
cruciform links, the’ said mesh of the outer bag F 
being‘a‘rranged with the plain surfaces of the 
cruciform links exposed on the outsideof the 
hand~bag and the bent arms of the cruciform 
links facing inwardly toward the inner bag, and 

. ,, . . the said mesh or the inner bag being arranged 

with the plain surfaces of the cruciform links 
exposed on the inside of the hand-bag and the 
bent arms of the cruciform links facing outward 
ly toward the outer bag. ~ 

CHARLES A. WHITING. 
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